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Christopher Goodman to Dominus Peter Martyr. 
 
It is the perverse inquisitiveness – not to say malice – of certain people, who are keener 
of sight when it comes to other people’s business than is right or than they are when it 
comes to their own, that drove me to write to you at this time, most esteemed teacher. For 
I recently published a small book [libellus], as you know, in which I would admonish our 
people both of their duty and of the divine vengeance which, hastened by our crimes, 
hangs over the heads of all, unless God should keep it in check. This little book I sent 
long since to your Julius;1  
 
I do not doubt but that he has ere now explained to you its gist and point. By it I 
understand that some of our people were evidently upset and annoyed excessively. For 
some plainly ridicule and distort what they are unable to understand; some, betraying 
their own foolhardiness, freely jeer at an author they do not know; others, to whom it 
seems more advisable to conceal their malice with cunning hypocrisy, ask for the attitude 
and opinion of the doctors, so that 
 
by this method at least – by the decrees of the masters -- they might condemn and drive 
off the stage poor Goodman as a most worthless little fellow. But in a matter no less 
honourable than necessary and one in agreement with and confirmed by the sacred word 
of God, I neither fear nor care about these people. Perhaps your people, overcome by 
their own consciences, will at length assent to the truth when the matter has been 
examined in more careful and seemly fashion and not persist any further in the obstinate 

1 Terentianus. 
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course they have embarked upon. But when it is signified to me through the letters of 
friends 
 
that those people either have come or will soon come to you and to other learned men to 
ascertain your opinion concerning certain articles which they have extracted at their 
pleasure from here and there in my little book, I considered that it was incumbent on me 
to inform you of this and to send to you the principal and more difficult questions beyond 
which I did not proceed. When you have compared them with the opinions which others, 
as I hear, plucked out, you can the better apprehend their line and character. 
 
For that reason I vehemently beseech and implore you that concerning those matters 
when you have time you not only write back openly what you yourself think, but also the 
opinion of Dominus Bullinger, if that can be done. If, among the other benefits that you 
have so often conferred on me, you see fit to fulfill this task as a favour to your pupil, it 
will not be relegated to the last place.   Farewell.   In Geneva.    25 May in the year 1558. 
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